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About This Content

The 2S14 Zhalo-S is an experimental light, highly mobile, Soviet self-propelled gun from the 1980s. It is armed with an 85mm
cannon on a BTR-70 wheeled chassis. Despite its unusually low caliber, the gun was very capable of defeating older vehicles,
but it lacked the penetration of 125mm guns, a fact that ultimately doomed the project. The surviving prototype is currently

located in the Kubinka Tank Museum.

In Armored Warfare, it’s one of the deadliest Tier 4 vehicles when driven by an experienced commander. Its gun has a rather
low caliber for its Tier, but it more than makes up for it with its rate of fire and penetration power. The Zhalo-S can stay hidden

for extended periods of time thanks to its excellent camouflage factor and, with a bit of luck, is capable of taking out entire
squads of enemies on its own.
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Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Strategy
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Obsidian Entertainment, MY.GAMES
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (x32), Windows 7/8/10 (x64)

Processor: Intel(R) Core2Duo CPU 6700 @ 2.66GHz (2 CPUs), ~2.7GHz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9500 GT 512 MB or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German,Polish
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A great city-building game. I played awhile without mods and it was pretty cool; after reading some very in-depth online guides
about traffic management (a must) and how exactly some unskilled moron is supposed to build a functioning city (a double
must), I installed a handful of extremely good mods which, coupled with a few of the better DLCs, made this game a very
rewarding and challenging time-waster in which you can easily sink an entire weekend, and then spend the workweek thinking
about how you can make your city just a little better when you get home.

I liked the old Sim City games, but I never really understood how to make my city work. It simply and inevitably devolved into a
gridlocked, crime-ridden mess until I used cheats to nuke\/tornado\/burn\/flood destroy it. With this game--and as the result of a
lot of outside reading (seriously, read the online guides), I feel like most of the problems which arise are manageable,
understandable, and correctable. Even when things get completely out of control, it keeps drawing me back for more. Slap on a
few new mass-transit options and arterial roads, and BAM, traffic flow restored. Sure, the little townspeople\/drivers make some
really stupid AI choices from time to time, but overall it seems like a pretty accurate simulator.

It's nice to look at, seems to hold up fairly well as it ages, and the developer continues to roll out new support and hit\/miss
DLCs. Most of it seems pretty good, but the lemons are rather obvious. Read the reviews and make your own judgment. There
are also some incredible mods, especially in the realm of efficient pre-made highway interchanges (a lifesaver if you're not a
traffic engineer) and traffic flow monitor\/managers. --- If it isn't clear, traffic is a pretty core component in this game...

I've learned a lot about traffic; I've learned a lot about what works and what doesn't; I've learned that a lot of the real-life
infrastructure in my hometown is poorly designed; and most interestingly, I've learned that in the game, as in my real-life
hometown, when you add about 10,000 people to the existing infrastructure without any changes, the whole place turns into
absolute garbage.

Good game.

. I don't know what should i say about this mod.. this game is stupid. if I was to sum it up, its like being stuck in an underwater
falling geometrical nightmare. now I didn't play this with the VR support, but I highly doubt that makes it any better. When I
first started I had no idea what the hell was going on and died a few times trying to figure out how the game worked, then I went
into settings to crank the brightness cuz I couldn't see♥♥♥♥♥♥ I understand using a dark atmosphere to make a game creepy,
but there's a difference between atmosphere and "I can't see a damn thing" and well, they're shapes dude... I beat it in a half
hour and spent another half hour dying just to get a couple achievements.... What kinda gaming experience is that? What kinda
gamer wants to play a game to just to die? Flawed objectives and flawed game. I mean you kinda just get thrown into the world
without a clue whats going on, and when you finish you don't exactly learn anything either. There's no outcome, no nothing, its
just over and credits. Good riddance, I hate nitpicking titles like this.. but sometimes I feel the developers and potential players
really need to hear it from the playerbase that they completely missed the mark by a hundred thousand miles. I wanted to like
this game, I mean I saw the trailer and immediately thought, "hey! this looks trippy and visually enticing!" Sure, there's a couple
cool visuals, but overall I was disappointed. I paid something like a dollar for this game, and I still feel ripped off. This game
sucks. Nothing else to it. If you enjoy bad mobile games with bad controls and bad sounds which will produce copious amount
of blood from the ear holes, then go ahead and get this game. Otherwise you would be better off killing yourself.. Having read
that this was a remake of a very old game, and having played a lot of games as a kid on a Commodore 64, I was excited for a
good bit of nostalgia. The C64 sported these amazing specs:

1 MHz CPU!
64 kB of RAM!
320x200 pixel 16-color monitor!

It was such an incredible machine back then, and just as incredible now, but for different reasons.

I got the retro feel I was looking for. It's a good remake, in the sense of improving the graphics. If anything, they should not be
so good, if they were to really emulate the look of a C64 game. Do an image search. Top of the line gaming fun back then. It's
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also hard and fast, like the arcade games which followed.

1920x1080 resolution works just fine on my PC, in both full screen and windowed mode (Core 2 Duo, 8 GB RAM, AMD HD
5750, Win 7).

Pester is fun shmup throwback experience that falls somewhere between simple early game consoles and rage-quit hard arcade
games. Best eight bits I've spent in a long time.. This game is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing awesome. I love it.. Took 40
minutes for me to 100% this game.

There is no story and no real reason to play this game.. Game tries to be modern day Warband. And fails at it.

Day combat is not worth it.
Night combat is worth it if you want to crawl for about a minute and get 1 guaranteed kill.
And then it boils down to dice toss of shots since your character apparently can't shoot for♥♥♥♥♥♥from a handgun. From
prone. With 3 seconds to aim. At close range.

The only way to win a fight is to spam rough aim shots to stun enemies and hope that they don't do the same to you or get a
lucky headshot that instantly kills you. I tried prone, crouched, standing - they do get it anyway.
Just go play Mercenaries 2: World in Flames if you want a merc experience that's somewhat fun.

Review applies to 7.62 Hard Life too - that game managed to be jankier than this, despite being a sequel. Same issues too.
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I like this game quite a bit. Its hard. Sometimes there's bullets coming from literally every direction and it feels like you are
doomed to die. Still really like the game, just wish there was difficulty settings.. It's a Treasure-inspired game in which you use a
grappling hook.. One of the most underestimated FPS games arround.
The negative reviews should not keep you from buying this game.
Check youtube for some gameplay footage and decide if this is worth purchasing.

The missing multiplayer option is not 100% accurate. The masterservers have been shut down long ago. But you can still
connect to a server, either via the developers console, or use Evolve gameserver tool. You can also still host a server without
problems.

If you should get a physx error after a fresh install and first time launch of the game, then you need to download Nvidia's PhysX
Legacy drivers. And voila the game will run.
Link : http://www.nvidia.com/object/physx-9.12.1031-legacy-driver.html

I hope this review will help you a bit. The rest is up to you :). Not recommended its suck not fun and my antivirus reacts on it so
i cant play it and i have norton security please dont but it!. I dont want to take a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on the
game for no reason, it seems amaurish and I know trying to develop a game of this genre can be hard, in fact I decided to buy it
without expecting much from the screenshots just to give it a chance but the game is worse than I\u00b4d imagined, it not only
looks boring but it plays boring, there are no stories, no characters, no scoring system, just pieces and scenarios, there is no
character progression, no keyboard support and the UI is just bad, the last part is important, I may have been able to enjoy what
little there was if at least the controls werent so badly implemented (you have to click on a piece and then select move before
clicking on the tile you wanted it to move, for example)

The tactical scenarios arent bad but without progression and without chance affecting any outcome (it is a deterministic tactical
game) there is no tension, and the game doesnt make up for the lack of rng in any way, the IA is particularly bad, and as a
puzzle game it just fails horribly, there is no reason to try to find an optimal solution if you can advance (even while losing
almost all your units) anyway and there isnt even a cheap "3 out of 3" stars system or any kind of score to chase.

On the plus side it IS cheap and it DOES work, the tactical scenarios arent that bad and you can waste some time with it, I
WOULD totally play this on my phone, if it were free, at least for very short trips

you see my point. The game is really a very complex platformer. I liked randomly generated platforms. It was very difficult to
pass the level. A lot of achievements in the game - this is a plus.. The story line is good with certainly a twist or two.
My biggest criticism of the game is that the choices you get don't really feel like choices at all, with only 1 seemingly having any
appreciable impact on the game, beyond "kiss the girl?" type stuff.
Overall though, I'd definitely recommend the game for the ~6hrs to experience both arcs.. This game is AWESOME！！！I really
like the soundtrack and characters.

btw we need Chinese pleeeeeeeease
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